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This Buddha’s for You. This morning we participated in ‘Monk Chat’ which is exactly what it sounds like. We
went to the temple, sat down at a table in the shade, and visited with young Buddhist monks, which helps them
practice their English. In return, we gained insights about their lives and beliefs. We visited with a 22-year old
monk on his University break. Like everyone else in the world, he has a story to tell. He wanted to become a
monk when he was 11 ( they can be accepted as early as age 7 ) but his parents wouldn’t let him leave home
until he was 15. For the next 5 years, he was a novice and then, at the age of 20, he became a monk. We
learned about Buddhism and about the desire and dedication required to be a monk. As we visited, we were
joined by two other elderly Western women. This young man described his desire to gain purpose and

understanding. As a young teen, he found himself drawn to Buddhism. At 22 years of age, Babysitting
he presented himself as a calm, thoughtful and humble young man with intense eyes. You Buddhas.
can stay and talk for as long as you want, but surprisingly after about 45 minutes we ran
out of good questions and you don’t want to play the awkward silence game with a person who meditates for a
living. There were some potentially not so good questions swimming through our minds but fortunately, they
didn’t get asked. Instead, the maternal instincts of the participating women rose up and our Monk began
receiving life advice from a group of well-intended grandmothers. It’s a good thing he is used to dealing with
suffering.
Afterward, I wondered if I should set up a table and chairs in Eau Claire and put up a ‘Jack Chat’ sign. Would I
be joined by a group of women eager to hear my thoughts and insights and if so, what kind of questions would
they ask? Would I need to wear an orange robe to draw a crowd? Many of us rarely take the time to ask
questions of people we know, let alone an ambiguously clothed stranger, yet there we were in the Chiangmai
heat seeking understanding. What a wonderful experience.
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Prior to the encounter, I made a mental list of 5 questions I would ask him.
Given the uniqueness of the situation, the list was easy to compile and I
was pleased that they had some depth to them. Then I began to wonder
when I last asked my friends and family similarly structured questions. Why
would I dedicate such effort toward understanding a stranger who I will
never meet again and neglect the potential to do the same with significant
people in my life? When was the last time I asked you about your faith, or
how you deal with adversity, or to define the role you see for yourself in
society? When was the last time you thought about the answers to such
questions let alone shared them? It’s easy to talk about the Flames or
complain about politicians. We all debate the validity of the weather
forecast, but rarely do we Monk Chat, which is a shame.
If you aren’t familiar with Buddhism, then welcome to the club. The surface
we have scratched here has been fascinating. Superficially, it appears to be
a religion that contains hundreds of rules relating to things you cannot do,
like lying and stealing. You can add drinking, drugs, and physical or sexual
aggression to the list. It’s like the 10 commandments on steroids because
there are more than a hundred of them. However, at the heart of Buddhism
are four basic truths which relate to understanding, overcoming and ending
suffering. In addition, there is the Eightfold Path which consists of using
eight practices which help teach you to achieve the proper view, resolve,
speech, conduct, livelihood, effort, mindfulness, and meditation. The
teachings of Buddha seem to be a do-it-yourself mental and spiritual detox cleanse, but unlike the Wild Rose
starvation program, it is meant to last for more than a week. You clean out all of your bad thoughts and actions
and enjoy the simplicity of being at peace within yourself. All of the trendy concepts and
activities such as yoga, meditation, daily fasting, mindfulness and having a centred
A Buddha Stature
presence have enough validity and appeal to have been monetized world-wide so there
made from teak.
must be something to it.
My vision of a monk has always been an old, bald man in an orange robe who knows all but
has experienced very little. It isn’t clear to me how you can come to be so wise without having any practical
experience, but what is clear to me is how little I know. I have learned that in some countries, women can be
monks, but not in Thailand where they cannot even touch a woman. Every man here is encouraged to be a
monk at some point in his life, but if he is married, he needs to get permission from his wife. Very few Monks
become ‘lifers’ but that doesn’t matter. They can be ordained and stick around for a month or two and then
pack it in with no hard feelings. A driver we met did that when he was young. Then, twenty years later when his
grandmother died he became ordained again, just for the weekend, to honour her and to deal with her death. It
seems that Buddhism is a tool, like any other sort of education, that is designed to help individuals improve
themselves. Buddha is not a God. He was a man, who was enlightened and was reincarnated about 7 times in
different forms (like the roly-poly fat one from China). He seemed to have a lot of
Because of its
valuable information to share as evidenced by the people we have met. The part I
emphasis on
like about it is that Buddhist’s aren’t improving themselves for any external
purpose, but are merely attempting to be better people.
meditation and
That’s not to say that Buddhists are all devout followers of the faith. I read that
mindfulness,
Thailand is in the process of legalizing marijuana, even though 95% of the people
are Buddhists and as such are not allowed to smoke it. Why then, I wondered,
Buddhism is often
would they legalize its use. When I posed that question to our driver the other day,
considered to be a
he simply stated that ‘We are all Buddhists but we are not Buddha. All we can do
form of psychology is to be the best we can.” It kind of sounds like my approach to Christianity. I have
interpreted what it is to be a good Christian and I try to represent that description
rather than a religion. as much as possible within the scope of my personal choices. At the end of the
There are more than day, each of us decides how to live and behave based on our own moral values
and those of the communities we surround ourselves with. Perhaps a benefit of
360 million Buddhists traveling is the exposure to new communities and alternate behaviors. I don’t think
I want to become a monk, but thinking like one from time to time couldn’t hurt.
in the world.
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